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FOREWORD
This publication prescribes the methods for use in designing instrument flight procedures. It is to
be used by Department of civil aviation personnel charged with the responsibility for the preparation,
approval, and promulgation of instrument procedures. Compliance with criteria contained herein is
not substitute for sound judgement and common sense. These criteria do not relieve procedure
designers and supervisory personnel from exercising initiative or taking appropriate action in
recognizing both the capabilities limitations of aircraft and navigational aid performance. These
criteria are predicated on normal aircraft operations for considering obstacle clearance requirements.
Obstacle clearance is the safety consideration in the development of instrument approach
procedures. Obstruction clearances quoted in this publication are the lowest or smallest values that
can be accepted consistent with flight safety.
Recommendations concerning changes or additions should be provided to one of the followings:Deputy Director
Air Navigation Safety Division
Department of civil aviation, Yangon

Deputy Director
Chief of Aeronautical Information services
Tower building, Yangon
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SECTION 1

Chapter 1
DEFINITIONS
Aerodrome elevation. The elevation of the highest point of the landing area.
Along-track tolerance (ATT). A fix tolerance along the nominal track resulting from the airborne and
ground equipment tolerances.
Altitude. The vertical distance of a level, a point or an object considered as a point, measured from
mean sea level (MSL).
Base turn. A turn executed by the aircraft during the initial approach between the end of the
outbound track and the beginning of the intermediate or final approach track. The tracks
are not reciprocal.
Note.- Base turns may be designated as being made either in level flight or while
descending, according to the circumstances of each individual procedure.
Circling approach. An extension of an instrument approach procedure which provides for visual
circling of the aerodrome prior to landing.
Contour line. A line on a map or chart connecting points of equal elevation.
Cross-track tolerance (XTT). A fix tolerance measured perpendicularly to the nominal track resulting
from the airborne and ground equipment tolerances and the flight technical tolerance (FTT).

Dead reckoning (DR) navigation. The estimating or determining of position by advancing an earlier
known position by the application of direction, time and speed data.
Decision altitude (DA) or decision height (DH). A specified altitude height in the precision approach
or approach with vertical guidance at which a missed approach must be initiated if the required
visual reference to continue the approach has not been established.
Descent fix. A fix established in a precision approach at the FAP to eliminate certain obstacles before
the FAP, which would otherwise have to be considered for obstacle clearance purposes.
DME distance. The line of sight distance ( slant range ) from the source of a DME signal to the
receiving antenna.
Elevation. The vertical distance of a point or a level, on or affixed to the surface of the earth,
measured from mean sea level.
Final approach and take-off area (FATO). A defined area over which the final phase of the approach
manoeuver to hover or landing is completed and from which the take-off manoeuver is commenced.
Where the FATO is to be used by performance Class 1 helicopters, the defined area includes the
rejected take-off area available.
Final approach segment. That segment of an instrument approach procedure in which alignment and
descent for landing are accomplished.
Final approach track. The flight track in the final approach segment that is normally aligned with the
runway centerline.
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Flight level (FL). A surface of constant atmospheric pressure which is related to a specific
pressure datum, 1013.2 hectopascals ( hPa ), and is separated from other such surfaces by
specific pressure intervals.
Note 1.- A pressure type altimeter calibrated in accordance with the Standard Atmosphere;
a) when set to a QNH altimeter setting, will indicate altitude;
b) when set to a QFE altimeter setting, will indicate height above the QFE reference datum;
c) when set to a pressure of 1 013.2 hPa, may be used to indicate flight levels.
Flight procedure designer. A person responsible for flight procedure design who meets the
competency requirements as laid down by State.
Heading. The direction in which the longitudinal axis of an aircraft is pointed, usually
expressed in degrees from North (true, magnetic, compass or grid).
Height. The vertical distance of a level, a point or an object considered as a point, measured
from a specified datum.
Holding procedure. A predetermined manoeuver which keeps an aircraft within a specified
airspace while awaiting further clearance.
Initial approach fix (IAF). A fix that marks the beginning of the initial segment and the end of
the arrival segment, if applicable.
Initial approach segment. That segment of an instrument approach procedure between the
initial approach fix and the intermediate approach fix or, where applicable, the final approach fix
or point.
Instrument approach procedure (IAP). A series of predetermined manoeuvres by reference to
flight instruments with specified protection from obstacles from the initial approach fix, or where
applicable, the beginning of a defined arrival route to a point from which a landing can be
completed and thereafter, if a landing is not completed, to a position at which holding or en-route
obstacle clearance criteria apply. Instrument approach procedures are classified as follows :
Non-precision approach (NPA) procedure. An instrument approach procedure which utilizes
lateral guidance but does not utilize vertical guidance.
Approach procedure with vertical guidance (APV). An instrument procedure which utilizes
lateral and vertical guidance but does not meet the requirements established for precision
approach and landing operations.
Precision approach (PA) procedure. An instrument approach procedure using precision lateral
and vertical guidance with minima as determined by the category of operation.
Note. – Lateral and vertical guidance refers to the guidance provided either by:
a) a ground-based navigation aid; or
b) computer generated navigation data.
Intermediate approach segment. That segment of an instrument approach procedure between
either the intermediate approach fix and the final approach fix or point, or between the end of a
reversal, racetrack or dead reckoning track procedure and the final approach fix or point, as
appropriate.
Intermediate fix (IF). A fix that marks the end of an initial segment and the beginning of the
intermediate segment.
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Landing threshold point (LTP). The LTP is a point over which the glide path passes at a
relative height specified by the reference datum height. It is defined by the WGS-84 latitude,
longitude and ellipsoid height. The LTP is normally located at the intersection of the runway
centerline and threshold.
Level. A generic term relating to the vertical position of an aircraft in flight and meaning
variously, height, altitude or flight level.
Minimum descent altitude(MDA) or minimum descent height (MDH). A specified altitude or
height in a non-precision approach or circling approach below which descent must not be made
without the required visual reference.
Note 1. – Minimum descent altitude (MDA) is referenced to mean sea level and minimum
descent height (MDH) is reference to the aerodrome elevation or to the threshold elevation if
that is more than 2m (7 ft) below the aerodrome elevation. A minimum descent height for a
circling approach is referenced to the aerodrome elevation.
Note 2. – The required visual reference means that section of the visual aids or of the approach
area which should have been in view for sufficient time for the pilot to have made an assessment
of the aircraft position and rate of change of position, in relation to the desired flight path. In the
case of a circling approach the required visual reference is the runway environment.
Note 3. – For convenience when expressions are used they may be written in the form
“minimum descent altitude/height” and abbreviated “MDA/H”.
Minimum en-route altitude (MEA). The altitude for an en-route segment that provides adquate
reception of relevant navigation facilities and ATS communications, complies with the airspace
structure and provides the required obstacle clearance.
Minimum obstacle clearance altitude (MOCA). The minimum altitude for a defined segment
that provides the required obstacle clearance.
Minimum sector altitude (MSA). The lowest altitude which may be used which will provide a
minimum clearance of 300 m (1000 ft) above all objects located in an area contained within a
sector of a circle of 46 km (25 NM) radius centred on a radio aid to navigation.
Minimum stabilization distance (MSD). The minimum distance to complete a turn manoeuvre
and after which a new manoeuvre can be initiated. The minimum stabilization distance is used to
complete the minimum distance between waypoints.
Missed approach point (MAPt). That point in an instrument approach procedure at or before
which the prescribed missed approach procedure must be initiated in order to ensure that the
minimum obstacle clearance is not infringed.
Missed approach procedure. The procedure to be followed if the approach cannot be
continued.
Missed approach turning fix (MATF). A fix different from MAPt that marks a turn in the
missed approach segment.
Mountainous area. An area of changing terrain profile where the changes of terrain elevation
exceed 900 m (3 000 ft) within a distance of 18.5 km (10 NM).
Near-parallel runways. Non-intersecting runways whose extended centre lines have an angle
of convergence/divergence of 15 degrees or less.
Obstacle assessment surface (OAS). A defined surface intended for the purpose of determining
those obstacles to be considered in the calculation of obstacle clearance altitude/height for a
specific APV or precision approach procedure.
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Obstacle clearance altitude (OCA) or obstacle clearance height (OCH). The lowest altitude or
the lowest height above the elevation of the relevant runway threshold or the aerodrome elevation
as applicable, used in establishing compliance with appropriate obstacle clearance criteria.
Note 1.- Obstacle clearance altitude is referenced to mean sea level and obstacle clearance
height is referenced to the threshold elevation or in the case of non-precision approaches to the
aerodrome elevation or the threshold elevation if that is more than 2 m (7 ft) below the
aerodrome elevation. An obstacle clearance height for a circling approach is referenced to the
aerodrome elevation.
Note2. – For convenience when both expressions are used they may be written in the form
“obstacle clearance altitude/height” and abbreviated “OCA/H”.
Obstacle free zone (OFZ). The airspace above the inner approach surface, inner transitional surfaces,
and balked landing surface and that portion of the strip bounded by these surfaces, which is
not penetrated by any fixed obstacle other than a low-mass and frangibly mounted one
required for air navigation purposes.
Precision approach procedure. An instrument approach procedure utilizing azimuth and glide path
information provided by ILS or PAR.
Primary area. A defined area symmetrically disposed about the nominal flight track in which full
obstacle clearance is provided.
Procedure altitude/height. A specified altitude/height flown operationally at or above the minimum
altitude/height and established to accommodate a stabilized descent at a prescribed descent
gradient/angle in the intermediate/final approach segment.
Procedure turn. A manoeuvre in which a turn is made away from a designated track followed by a
turn in the opposite direction to permit the aircraft to intercept and proceed along the
reciprocal of the designated track.
Note 1.- Procedure turns are designated “left” or “right” according to the direction of the
initial turn.
Note 2. – Procedure turns may be designated as being made either in level flight or while
descending, according to the circumstances of each individual procedure.
Racetrack procedure. A procedure designated to enable the aircraft to reduce altitude during
the initial approach segment and/or established the aircraft inbound when the entry into a reversal
procedure is not practical.
Reference datum height (RDH). The height of the extended glide path or a nominal vertical path at
the runway threshold.
Required navigation performance (RNP). A statement of the navigation performance necessary
for operation within a defined airspace.
Note.- Navigation performance and requirements are defined for a particular RNP type and/or
application.
Reversal procedure. A procedure designated to enable aircraft to reverse direction during the
initial approach segment of an instrument approach procedure. The sequence may include
procedure turns or base turns.
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Secondary area. A defined area on each side of the primary area located along the nominal
flight track in which decreasing obstacle clearance is provided. ( See also Primary area.)
Significant obstacle. Any natural terrain feature or man-made fixed object, permanent or
temporary, which has vertical significance in relation to adjacent and surrounding features and
which is considered a potential hazard to the safe passage of aircraft in the type of operation for
which the individual procedure is designed.
Standard instrument arrival (STAR). A designated instrument flight rule (IFR) arrival route linking a
significant point, normally on an ATS route, with a point from which a published instrument
approach procedure can be commenced.
Standard instrument departure (SID). A designated instrument flight rule (IFR) departure route
linking the aerodrome or a specified runway of the aerodrome with a specified significant point,
normally on a designated ATS route, at which the en-route phase of a flight commences.
Terminal arrival altitude (TAA). The lowest altitude that will provide a minimum clearance of 300m
(1 000 ft) above all objects located in an arc of a circle defined by a 46 km (25 NM) radius centred
on the initial approach fix (IAF), or where there is no IAF on the intermediate approach fix (IF),
delimited by straight lines joining the extremity of the arc to the IF. The combined TAAs associated
with an approach procedure shall account for area of 360 degrees around the IF.
Threshold (THR). The beginning of that portion of the runway usable for landing.
Track. The projection on the earth’s surface of the path of an aircraft, the direction of which path at
any point is usually expressed in degrees from North (true, magnetic or grid).
Vertical path angle (VPA). Angle of the published final approach descent in Baro-VNAV
procedures.
Visual manoeuvring (circling ) area. The area in which obstacle clearance should be taken into
consideration for aircraft carrying out a circling approach.
Waypoint. A specified geographical location used to defined an area navigation route or the flight
path of an aircraft employing area navigation. Waypoints are identified as either ;
Fly-by waypoint. A waypoint which requires turn anticipation to allow tangential interception of
the next segment of a route or procedure, or
Flyover waypoint. A waypoint at which a turn is initiated in order to join the next segment of a route
or procedure.
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Chapter 2
ABBREVIATIONS

AMA
ANP
AOB
ARP
APV
ATC
ATS
ATT
AZM
CAT
C/L
CDI
COP
CRM
DA/H
DER
DF
DME
DR
FAF
FAP
FATO
FTT
FL
GP
GNSS
HL
IAC
IAF
IAP
IAS
IF
IFR
ILS
IMC
ISA
KIAS
LLZ
LTP
MAHF
MAPt
MATF
MDA/H

Area minimum altitude
Actual navigation performance
Angle of bank
Aerodrome reference point
Approach procedures with vertical guidance
Air traffic control
Air traffic services
Along-track tolerance
Azimuth
Category
Centre line
Course deviation indicator
Change-over point
Collision risk model
Decision altitude/height
Departure end of the runway
Direction finding
Distance measuring equipment
Dead reckoning
Final approach fix
Final approach point
Final approach and take-off area
Flight technical tolerance
Flight level
Glide path
Global navigation satellite system
Height loss
Instrument approach chart
Initial approach fix
Initial approach procedure
Indicated airspeed
Intermediate approach fix
Instrument flight rules
Instrument landing system
Instrument meteorological conditions
International standard atmosphere
Knots indicated airspeed
Localizer
Landing threshold point
Missed approach holding fix
Missed approach point
Missed approach turning fix
Minimum descent altitude/height
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MM
MOC
MSA
MSD
MSL
NDB
OAS
OCA/H
OCS
OFZ
OIS
OM
PA
PAPI
PAR
PDG
R
RDH
RNAV
RNP
RSR
SBAS
SD
SI
SID
SOC
STAR
TAA
TNA/H
TAR
TAS
THR
TMA
TP
VASIS
VHF
VOR
WGS
XTT

Middle marker
Minimum obstacle clearance
Minimum sector altitude
Minimum stabilization distance
Mean sea level
Non-directional beacon
Obstacle assessment surface
Obstacle clearance altitude/height
Obstacle clearance surface
Obstacle free zone
Obstacle identification surface
Outer marker
Precision approach
Precision approach path indicator
Precision approach radar
Procedure design gradient
Rate of turn
Reference datum height
Area navigation
Required navigation performance
En-route surveillance radar
Satellite-based augmentation system
Standard deviation
International system of units
Standard instrument departure
Start of climb
Standard instrument arrival
Terminal arrival altitude
Turn altitude/height
Terminal area surveillance radar
True airspeed
Threshold
Terminal control area
Turning point
Visual approach slope indicator system
Very high frequency
Very high frequency omnidirectional radio range
World geodetic system
Cross-track tolerance
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CHAPTER 3 . ADMINISTRATIVE

PURPOSE
This manual contains the criteria which shall be used to formulate, review, approve and publish
instrument approach procedures to and from all civil airports in Myanmar.

TYPES OF PROCEDURES
Criteria are provided for the following types of authorized terminal instrument procedures;
a. Precision Approach.
(1) Straight-in. A descent in an approach procedure where the navigation facility
alignment is normally on the runway centerline and glide slope information is
provided. For example, Instrument Landing System (ILS).
b. Non-precision Approach
(1) Straight-in. A descent in an approach procedure in which the final approach course
alignment and descent gradient permit authorization of straight-in landing minimums.

c. Circling. A descent in an precision or non-precision approach procedure to circling
minimum from which a circle to land manoeuver is performed, or an approach
procedure which does not meet criteria for authorizing straight-in landing
minimums.
d. Departure. Procedures designed to provide obstacle clearance during instrument departures.

RESPOSIBILITY
a. Civil Aerodromes. DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AVAITION shall establish and approve
instrument procedures for civil aerodromes and be responsible for the publication of these
procedures.

JURISDICTION
Department of Civil Aviation shall be responsible at those aerodromes under their jurisdiction
for initiating action in accordance with these criteria to establish or revise terminal instrument
procedures when a reasonable need is identified, or where;
a.
b.
c.
d.

new facilities are installed;
changes to existing facilities necessitate a change to an approved procedure;
additional procedures are necessary; or
new obstacles dictate revision of existing procedures.

FORMULATION
Procedures shall be prepared in accordance with this publication as determined by the types of
navigation facility and procedure to be used. To permit use by aircraft with limited navigational
equipment the complete procedure should be, formulated on the basis of a single navigation
facility. However, the use of an additional facility in the procedure may be considered if its use
would provide an operational advantage.
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NON-STANDARD PROCEDURES
The standards contained in this manual are based on reasonable assessment of the factors
which contribute to flight technical errors in aircraft navigation and manoeuvring and errors in
airborne and ground facility accuracy. They are designed primarily to assure the safety of all
users. The dimensions of obstacle assessment areas are influenced by the need to provide for a
smooth transition to and from the en-route system. Every effort shall be made to formulate
procedures in accordance with these standards. However, terrain, navigation information,
obstacles, etc, may require special consideration.
In such cases non-standard procedures may be approved by Department of Civil Aviation and
the deviations are fully documented and a special study has demonstrated that no derogation of
safety is involved. Special procedures which deviate from the standard because of operational
necessity and in which equivalent level of safety is not provided may also be approved by
Department of Civil Aviation. However, the approval will be for limited use only and the
procedures will not be published in the AIP. These procedures must also include a cautionary
note identifying the divergence from standard.
EFFECTIVE DATE
Instrument procedures and revisions thereto shall be processed in sufficient time to permit
publication and distribution in advance of the effective ICAO, Aeronautical Information Regulation
and Control (AIRAC) date. Effective dates should normally coincide with scheduled airspace
changes except when safety operational effectiveness is jeopardized. In this case the originator shall
specify an appropriate effective date.
AMENDMENT PROCEDURES
Amendments shall normally be produced once per year. Bases / Agencies may submit
amendments proposals to AIS OFFICE at anytime. Respective AIS staffs shall meet to review
proposals and exchange comments as required.
AMENDMENT LIST PRINTING / DISTRIBUTION
AIS OFFICE shall be responsible for amendment printing and distribution.
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CHAPTER 4. GENERAL CRITERIA
SCOPE
This chapter contains information common to all types instrument procedures.

SECTION 1 COMMON INFORMATION
UNITS OF MEASURMENT
a. Bearings and Tracks. Bearings and tracks should be expressed in degrees magnetic.
b. Radials. VOR radials shall normally be identified as the magnetic bearing FROM the
facility and shall be prefixed with the letter R (eg, R-130).
c. Altitudes.
(1) Altitudes at or below the transition level , shall be expressed in feet, altitudes above the
transition level , will be expressed as flight levels.
Normally, altitudes at the transition level will not be used.
(2) OCHs shall be rounded off to the next higher 5- foot increment;
(3) All other altitudes expressed in the approach shall be rounded off to the next higher
10-foot increment.
(4) Obstacle height shall be rounded off to the next higher 1- foot increment. For example,
167.3 is going to be 168 .
d. Speeds. Aircraft speeds shall be expressed in knots.
e. Distances. Distances are to be expressed in nautical miles (6,076 feet per NM) and

TRACK (COURSE) GUIDANCE
TRACK guidance shall be provided for feeder routes, initial, intermediate, and final approach
segments. The segments of a procedure wherein TRACK guidance is provided should be within
the service volume of the facility used .
APPROACH CATEGORIES
Category A ̶ speed less than 91 knots indicated airspeed (IAS)
Category B ̶ speed 91 knots or more but less than 121 knots (IAS)
Category C ̶

speed 121 knots or more but less than 141 knots (IAS)

Category D ̶

speed 141 knots or more but less than 166 knots (IAS)

Category E ̶

speed 166 knots or more but less than 211 knots (IAS).
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APPROACH CATEGORY APPLICATION
The approach category operating characteristics shall be used to determine turning radius
minimum, and obstacle clearance areas for circling and missed approach. When designing an
instrument approach procedure, Category A, B, C and D normally will be considered for low
altitude procedures.
PROCEDURE CONSTRUCTION
An instrument approach procedure may have four separate segments. They are the initial, the
intermediate, the final, and the missed approach segments. In addition, an area for circling the airport
under visual conditions shall be considered. The approach segments begin and end at designated
fixes: however, under some circumstances certain segments may begin at specified points where no
fixes are available. The fixes are named to coincide with the associated segment. For example, the
intermediate segment begins at the intermediate fix and ends at the final approach fix. The order in
which this chapter discusses the segments is the same order in which the pilot would fly them in a
completed procedure; that is from an initial, through an intermediate, to a final approach. Only those
segments which are required by local conditions need to be included in a procedure. In construction
the procedure, the final approach course should be identified first because it is the least flexible and
most critical of all the segments. When the final approach has been determined, the other segments
should be blended with it to produce an orderly maneuvering pattern which is responsive to the local
traffic flow.

Segment of instrument approach
CONTROLLING OBSTACLES
The controlling obstacle in each approach segment shall be identified in approach for publication.
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SECTION 2 EN ROUTE OPERATIONS
FEEDER ROUTES
When the initial approach fix is part of the en route structure there may be no need to designate
additional routes for aircraft to proceed to the initial Approach Fix (IAF). In some cases, it is
necessary to designate feeder routes from the en route structure to the initial approach fix. Only
those feeder routes which provide an operational advantage shall be established and published.
These should coincide with the local air traffic flow. The length of the feeder route shall not
exceed the operational service volume of the facilities which provide navigational guidance. En
route airway obstacle clearance criteria shall apply to feeder routes. The minimum altitudes
established on feeder routes shall not be less than the altitude established at the IAF.

MINIMUM SECTOR ALTITUDE
Minimum sector altitude is the minimum altitude which provides at least 1000 feet of obstacle
clearance for use within a specified distance from the navigation facility. These altitudes will be
rounded to the next higher 100-foot increment.
a. Minimum Sector Altitudes. Minimum sector altitudes shall be established for all procedures
within a 25 miles radius of the navigational facility. When the distance from the primary
facility to the airport exceeds 25 miles, the radius shall be expanded to include the airport
landing surfaces up to a maximum distance of 30 miles. A common safe altitude may be
established for the entire area around the facility or sector altitudes may be established to
offer relief from obstacles. Sectors shall not be less than 90 degrees in spread. Sector altitudes
may be raised and combined with adjacent higher sectors. The sector altitude established
shall also provide 1000 feet of obstacle clearance in the adjacent sector or periphery area
within five miles of the sector division or the periphery boundary line.
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Sector orientation
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Case of VOR/DME subsectors delimited by a DME arc
b. MSA within 100 NM. MSA shall be established within a 100 NM radius of the geographic centre
of the aerodrome at the option of the approving authority. Where a requirement exists for these
altitudes, they shall be established with a common altitude for the entire area. Where these altitudes
are established in designated mountainous regions, they shall provide 2000 feet of obstacle
clearance.
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SECTION 3 INITIAL APPROACH
INITIAL APPROACH SEGMENT
The instrument approach commences at the initial approach fix (IAF).In the initial approach
the aircraft has departed the en route phase of flight and is manoeuvring to entire the intermediate
segment. When the intermediate fix is part of the en route structure, it may not be necessary to
designate an initial approach segment. In the case the approach commences at the intermediate
fix and intermediate segment criteria apply. An initial approach may be made along an arc,
radial, course heading, or radar vector, or a combination thereof. Procedure turns, holding pattern
descents, and high altitude penetrations are initial segments. Positive course guidance is required
except when dead reckoning courses can be established over limited distances.
MSA selection
Minimum Sector altitude in the initial approach segment shall be established in 100-foot
increment; ie,
1549 feet may be shown as 1600 feet. The altitude selected shall not be below the procedure turn
is required. In addition, altitudes specified in the initial approach segment must not be lower than
any altitude specified for any portion of the intermediate or final approach segments.

INITIAL APPROACH SEGMENTS BASED ON STRAIGHT TRACKS AND DME ARCS
a.

Alignment

(1) Tracks ; The angle of intersection between the initial approach track and the intermediate
track shall not exceed 120 degrees. When the angle exceeds 70 degrees, a radial, bearing,
radar vector or DME information providing at least 2 NM of lead shall be identified to assist
in leading the turn onto the intermediate track. See below Figure.

Lead radial for turns grater than 70°
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(2) Arcs. An arc may provide track guidance for all or for a portion of an initial approach. The
minimum arc radius shall be 7 NM. An arc may join a track at or before the intermediate
fix. When joining a track on or before the intermediate fix, the angle of intersection of the
arc and the track shall not exceed 120 degrees. When the angle exceeds 70 degrees, a radial
which provides at least 2 NM of lead shall be identified to assist in leading the turn onto the
intermediate track.
b.

Area. The initial approach segment has no standard length. The length shall be sufficient to

permit the altitude change required by the procedure. The width is divided into;
a) a primary area which extends laterally 2.5 NM on each side of the track; and
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a secondary area which adds an additional 2.5 NM on each side of the primary area. (See below
Figure)
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c. Minimum Obstacle Clearance. The minimum obstacle clearance in the initial approach primary
area shall be a minimum of 300 m (984 ft). In the secondary area, 300 m (984 ft) of minimum
obstacle clearance shall be provided at the inner edge, reducing linearly to zero at the outer edge.

d. Descent Gradient. The optimum descent gradient in the initial approach is 4.0 per cent.
Where a higher descent gradient is necessary, the maximum permissible
gradient is 8.0 per cent.
INITIAL APPROACH SEGMENT USING A RACETRACK PROCEDURE
Racetrack procedures are used where sufficient distance is not available in a straight segment to
accommodate the required loss of altitude and when entry into a reversal procedure is not practical.

Shape of a racetrack procedure
The racetrack procedure has the same shape as a holding pattern but with different operating speeds
and outbound timing. The inbound track normally becomes the intermediate or final segment of the
approach procedure.
Starting point
The racetrack procedure starts at a designated facility or fix.
Entry procedure
The entry into the holding pattern shall be according to heading, as it relates to the three entry
sectors shown in below Figure. There is a zone of flexibility of 5 degrees on either side of the
sector boundaries.
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In the case of holding on VOR intersections or VOR/DME fixes, entries will be limited to the
radials. The criteria also provide for the protection of entries along DME arcs, but these should
only be designed if there is a specific operational difficulty with makes the use of other entry
procedures impossible.
Sector 1 procedure (parallel entry)
a) Overhead the fix, the aircraft is turned onto an outbound (to a track parallel to the inbound
track ) for the appropriate period of time or distance; then
b) turned left onto the holding side to intercept the inbound track or to return to the fix.
Sector 2 procedure (offset entry )
a) Overhead the fix, the aircraft is turned onto a heading so that the track makes an angle of
30 degrees from the reciprocal of the inbound track on the holding side ; and
b) flown outbound;
1) for the appropriate period of time , where turning is specified ; or
2) until the appropriate DME distance is attained , where distance is specified ; or
3) where a limiting radials is also specified ,
•

until the radial is encountered; or

•

until the appropriate DME distance is reached, whichever occurs first; and

Then
c) turned right to intercept the inbound track to the holding fix.
Sector 3 procedure (direct entry)
Overhead the fix, the aircraft is turned right and follows the holding pattern.
Entry into a racetrack procedure shall be consider with the following additional factors,
a)

offset entry from Sector 2 shall limit the time on the 30 degrees offset track to 1 min 30 s.

After this time the pilot should turn to a heading parallel to the outbound track for the remainder of
the outbound time. If the outbound time is only 1 min, the time on the 30 degrees offset track shall
be 1 min also; and
b)

parallel entry shall not return directly to the facility without first intercepting the inbound

track ( when proceeding onto the final approach segment).
Restricted entry
Where necessary to conserve airspace (or for other reasons), entry may be restricted to specific
routes. Where so restricted, the entry route(s) shall be specified in the procedure.
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Outbound time
The duration of the outbound flight of a racetrack procedure may be 1 to 3 minutes (specified in ½
min increments) to allow increased descent. This time may vary according to aircraft categories. If
airspace is critical and extension beyond 1 min is not possible, the descent may involve more than
one orbit in the racetrack according to descent/time relationship.

Limitation of length of outbound track
The length of the outbound track of a racetrack procedure may be limited by specifying a DME
distance or a radial/bearing from a suitable located facility.
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INITIAL APPROACH SEGMENT USING A REVERSAL PROCEDURE
Reversal procedures are used to establish the aircraft inbound on an intermediate or final approach
track at the desired altitude. There are two types of reversal procedure; procedure turns and base
turns. Both of these consist of an outbound track followed by a turning manoeuvere which reverses
direction onto the inbound track. Reversal procedures are used when;
a) the initial approach is initiated from a facility (or fix in the case of a procedure turn) that is
located on or near the aerodrome; or
b) a turn of more than 70 degrees would be required at the IF, and a radial, bearing, radar vector,
DR track, or DME information is not available to assist in leading the turn on to the
intermediate track.

Starting point
The starting point for a base turn shall be a facility. The starting point for a procedure turn shall be a
facility or a fix.

Entry
Entry into a reversal procedure should be from a track within+ or – 30 degrees of the outbound track
( see Figures 1-4-3-4 and 1-4-3-5). Where entry is desired from tracks outside these limits, suitably
protected airspace must be provided to allow the pilot to manoeuvre onto the outbound track. This
manoeuvring will be in accordance with the entry procedures associated with a suitably located
holding pattern, which must be shown on the approach chart .
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Types of reversal procedures
The types of procedures permitted are illustrated in Figure 1-4-3-7 and described as follows,
1 . 45 degrees/ 180 degrees procedure turn start at a facility or fix and consist of;
a)

a straight leg with track guidance; this straight leg may be timed or may be limited by a radial
or DME distance.

b)

a 45 degrees turn;
c) a straight leg without track guidance. This straight leg is timed; it shall be;

1 minute from the start of the turn for categories A, B and aircraft; and
1) 1 minute and 15 seconds from the start of the turn for categories C,D and E
aircraft; and
d) a 180 degrees turn in the opposite direction to intercept the inbound track.
2 . 80 degrees/ 260 degrees procedure turns start at a facility or fix and consist of;
a) a straight leg with track guidance; this straight leg may be timed or may be limited by a
radial or DME distance.
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b) an 80 degrees turn; and
c) a 260 degrees turn in the opposite direction to intercept the inbound track.
CAUTION; The 45 degrees/ 180 degrees and the 80 degrees/260 degrees procedure turns are
alternatives to each other and the protection area should be constructed to accommodate both
procedures unless one is specifically excluded.
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SECTION 4 . INTERMEDIATE APPROACH

Intermediate approach segment
This is the segment which blends the initial approach segment into the final approach segment.
It is the segment in which aircraft configuration, speed, and positioning adjustments are made for
entry into the final approach segment.
There are two types of intermediate approach segments,
a) one which begins at a designated intermediate approach fix(IF); and
b) one which begins upon completion of a dead reckoning (DR) track ,a reversal or a
racetrack procedure,
In both cases, track guidance shall be provided inbound to the final approach fix (FAF) where
the intermediate approach segment ends.

ALTITUDE/HEIGHT SELECTION
The minimum altitude/height in the intermediate approach segment shall be established in 100ft increments or 50-m increments as appropriate.

INTERMEDIATE APPROACH SEGMENT BASED ON A STRAIGHT TRACK
ALIGNMENT
a) Alignment. The track to be flown in the intermediate approach segment should normally
be the same as the final approach track. Where this is not practicable and the final
approach fix in a non-precision procedure is a navigation facility, the intermediate track
shall not differ from the final approach track by more than 30 degrees. Where the turn at
the FAF is greater than 10 degrees the final approach area should be widened on the outer
side of the turn .
b) Area
(1)Length. The length of the intermediate approach segment shall not be more than 28km
(15NM), optimum 10NM and not less than 5 NM, measured along the track to be
flown.
(2)Width. The width of the intermediate approach segment is the same as the width of the
segment it joins. When the intermediate segment is aligned with the initial or final
segments, the width of the intermediate segment is determined by joining the outer edges
of the initial segment with the outer edges of the final segment. When the intermediate
segment is not aligned with the initial or final segments, the resulting gap on the outside
of the turn is part of the preceding segment and is closed by the appropriate arc. For
obstacle clearance purposes the intermediate segment is divided into a primary and a
secondary area.
c) Minimum Obstacle clearance. A minimum of 150m (492ft) of obstacle clearance shall be
provided in the primary area of the intermediate approach segment. In the secondary area,
150 m (492 ft) of obstacle clearance shall be provided at the inner edge, reducing to zero, at
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the outer edge. The altitudes/heights selected by application of the obstacle clearance
specified shall be rounded upwards to the next 50 m or 100 ft as appropriate.
Procedure altitude/height and descent gradient

Because the intermediate approach segment is used to prepare the aircraft speed and
configuration for entry into the final approach segment, this segment should be flat or at least
have a flat section.
If a descent is necessary the maximum permissible gradient will be 5.2 percent.
Procedure altitude/heights in the intermediate segment shall be established to allow the aircraft
to intercept a prescribed final approach descent.
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SECTION 5 FINAL APPROACH

5.1.1

FINAL APPROACH SEGMENT

In the final approach segment, alignment and descent for landing are carried out. The
instrument part of the final approach segment begins at the final approach fix, and ends at the
missed approach point (MAPt). Track guidance shall be provided for the instrument phase of the
final approach segment. Final approach may be made;
a) to a runway for a straight-in landing; or
b) to an aerodrome for a circling approach.
The final approach segment should be aligned with a runway whenever possible. All final
approaches with a FAF have an optimum length of 5 NM. The minimum final approach segment
length shall not be less than 3 NM.
5.2 ALIGNMENT
5.2.1
The final approach and its track guidance should be aligned with a runway whenever
possible. An offset final approach increases the complexity of pilot operation. Consequently
it should only be designed when sitting or obstacle problems permit no other option. When
runway aligned track guidance is not possible it may be offset up to 5 degrees without
OCA/H penalty (see 5.4.3.1, Aligned straight in approach )Beyond these limits (or where
other requirements cannot be met) a circling approach shall be used.
5.2.2 Straight-in approach
5.2.2.1
This paragraph contains the alignment criteria for non-precision approaches.
5.2.2.2
Final approach with track not intersecting the extended runway centre line. A final
approach which does not intersect the extended centre line of the runway ( θ equal to or less
than 5 degrees ) may also be established, provided such track lines within 150 m laterally of
the extended runway centre line at a distance of 1400 m outward from the runway threshold
(see figure 1-4-5-1)
5.2.2.3 Final approach with track intersecting the extended runway centre line.
5.2.2.3.1 Maximum angle. For a straight-in approach, the angle formed by the final
approach track and the runway centre line shall not exceed;
a) 30 degrees for procedures restricted to Cat A and B aircraft ; and
b) 15 degrees for other aircraft categories.
5.2.2.3.2 Minimum distance. The distance between the runway
threshold and the point at which the final approach track
intersects the runway centre line shall not be less than 1400
m (see Figure 1-4-5-1).
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5.2.3
Circling approach
The circling approach contains the visual phase of flight after completing an instrument
approach, to bring an aircraft into position for landing on a runway that for operational reasons is
not suitably located for straight-in approach. In addition, when the final approach track alignment
or the descend gradient does not meet the criteria for a straight-in landing, only a circling
approach shall be authorized and the track alignment should ideally be made to the centre of the
landing area. When necessary, the final approach track may be aligned to pass over some portion
of the usable landing surface. In exceptional cases, it may be aligned beyond the aerodrome
boundary, but in no case beyond 1.9 km (1.0 NM) from the usable landing surface (see Figure 14-5-2).
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5.3 DESCENT GRADIENT
5.3.1.1 Minimum / optimum descent gradient / angle.
The minimum / optimum descent gradient is 5.2 percent for the final approach segment of a
non-precision approach with FAF (3 degrees for a precision approach or approach with vertical
guidance).Descent gradient steeper than the optimum should not be used unless all other means
to avoid obstacles have been attempted since these steeper descent gradients may result in rates
of descent which exceed the recommended limits for some aircraft on final approach.
5.3.1.2 Maximum descent gradient/ angle.
This paragraph provides guidance regarding the maximum descent gradient/angle to be applied for
approach procedures. When, because of obstacle clearance reasons, an approach procedure meeting
the maximum descent gradient/angle requirement as specified in this paragraph cannot be
implemented, then consideration should first be given to more advanced types of approaches that
provide vertical guidance and may allow the descent/angle to stay within the limits. If this is not
feasible for operational reasons and it is opted for an approach procedure that exceeds the maximum
descent gradient/angle then the approach procedure shall be subject to an aeronautical study and
requires special approval by the national competent authority.
The maximum descent gradient/angle is;
a) for non-precision procedures with FAF;
6.5 per cent for a non-precision approach for Cat A and B aircraft;
6.1 per cent for Cat C, D and E aircraft.
b) for a non-precision approach with no FAF, see Table 1-4-5-2;
c) 3.5 degrees for an approach with vertical guidance and
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d) for precision approaches;
3.5 degrees for a Cat I precision approach; and 3 degrees for Cat II and III
precision approaches.
5.3.2

Determination of the descent gradient for a non-precision approach with FAF

The descent gradient (g) for a non-precision approach with FAF is computed using the
equation; g=h/d. The values for h and d are defined as follows;
a) For a straight-in approach use:
d= the horizontal distance from the FAF to the threshold; and
h= the vertical distance between the altitude/height over the FAF and the elevation 15m (50 ft)
over the threshold.
b) For a circling approach use:
d = the distance from the FAF to the first usable portion of the landing surface; and
h = the vertical distance between the altitude/height over the FAF and the circling OCA/H.
c) For an approach where a stepdown fix (SDF) is used in the final segment, two descent
gradient are calculated (g1 and g2).
1) In calculating the gradient (g1) between the FAF and the stepdown fix:
d1 = the horizontal distance from the FAF to the SDF; and
h1 = vertical distance between the height of the FAF and the height of the SDF.
2) In calculating the gradient (g2) between the stepdown fix and the approach runway
threshold.
d2 = the horizontal distance from the SDF to the threshold; and
h2 = the vertical distance between the altitude/height at the SDF and the elevation 15m (50 ft)
over the threshold.
For short runway (Code 1 and 2 ) the height above the threshold can be as low as 12m (40 ft).
5.4 OBSTACLE CLRERANCE ALTITUDE/HEIGHT (OCA/H)
5.4.1 General
5.4.1.1 This paragraph described the application of OCA/OCH for the different types of
approach and its relationship to the aerodrome operating minima. The OCA/H is based on
clearing obstacles by a specified minimum obstacle clearance (MOC). In some situations, an
additional margin is added to the MOC, or an absolute lower limit should be applied, which will
override the OCA/H. See 5.4.5, “ MOC and OCA/H adjustments” and Figure 1-4-5-3 a) to c).
5.4.1.2

Precision approach procedures/approach procedures with vertical guidance
(APV)
a) OCA/H. In a precision approach procedure (or APV), the OCA/H is defined
as the lowest altitude /height at which a missed approach must be initiated to
ensure compliance with the appropriate obstacle clearance design criteria.
b) Reference datum. The OCA is reference to mean sea level (MSL).The OCH
is reference to the elevation of the relevant runway threshold.
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5.4.1.3

5.4.1.4

Non-precision approach procedure(straight-in)
a) OCA/H. In a non-precision approach procedure, the OCA/H is defined as the
lowest altitude or alternatively the lowest height below which the aircraft
cannot descend without infringing the appropriate obstacle clearance criteria.
b) Reference datum. The OCA is reference to mean sea level (MSL). The OCH
is reference to
1) aerodrome elevation; or
2) runway threshold elevation when the threshold elevation is more than
2m (7 ft) below the aerodrome elevation.
Visual manouevring (circling) procedure
a) OCA/H. Same as in the non-precision approach procedure.
b) Reference datum. The OCA is referenced to mean sea level (MSL).
The OCH is reference to the aerodrome elevation.

5.4.2

OCA/H for non-precision approach (straight-in)

5.4.2.1 Aligned straight-in approach
The OCA/H for a straight-in, non-precision approach where the angle between the track and
the extended runway centre line does not exceed 5 degrees shall provide the following minimum
obstacle clearance (MOC) over the obstacles in the final approach area;
a) 75 m (246ft) with FAF; and
b) 90m (295ft) without FAF.
The OCA/H shall also ensure that missed approach obstacle clearance is provided. A straight-in
OCA/H shall not be published where final approach alignment or descent gradient criteria are not
met. In this case, only circling OCA/H shall be published.

Non-aligned straight-in approach
For a final approach where the track intersects the extended runway centre line, OCA/H varies
according to the interception angle. The OCH of the procedure shall be equal to or greater than the
lower limits shown in Table 1-4-5-2.
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SECTION 6 MISSED APPROACH SEGMENT
6.1 GENERAL
6.1.1

Requirements
6.1.1.1

A missed approach procedure shall be established for each instrument approach
and shall specify a point where the procedure begins and a point where it ends.

The missed approach procedure is initiated;
a)
at the decision altitude height (DA/H) in precision approach procedures
b)
at the missed approach point (MAPt) in non-precision approach procedures.
6.1.1.2
a)
b)
c)

The missed approach procedure shall terminate at an altitude/height sufficient to
permit;
initiation of another approach; or
return to a designated holding pattern; or
resumption of en-route flight.

Only one missed approach procedure shall be established for each approach procedure.

Phases of missed approach segment
The missed approach segment starts at the MAPt and includes the following three phases (see
figure 1-4-6-4):
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a) initial phase – begins at the earliest MAPt, and extends until the start of Climb (SOC);
b) intermediate phase – extends from the SOC to the point where 50m (164 ft) obstacle
clearance is first obtained and can be maintained; and
c) final phase – extends to the point at which a new approach, holding or return to en-route
flight is initiated. Turns may be carried out during this phase.

Types of missed approach
There are two types of missed approach;
a) straight missed approach (includes turns less than or equal to 15 degrees ); and
b) turning missed approach.

Missed approach area
The area considered for the missed approach shall start at the earliest MAPt tolerance, with a width
equal to that of the final approach segment at that point.
Location of MAPt. The optimum location of the MAPt is the runway threshold. Where
necessary, the MAPt may be moved closer to the FAF provided that the OCA/H is not lower
than the altitude/height at the MAPt on a nominal 5.2 percent (3 degrees ) descent gradient or
the promulgated descent gradient if steeper. An increase in OCA/H may be required to meet
this condition.

6.1.2

Calculation start of climb (SOC)

6.1.2.1

There are two methods for calculating SOC. The method used depends on
whether;
a) the MAPt is defined by a navigation facility or fix; or
b) the MAPt is defined by a specified distance from the FAF.

6.1.2.2

Determining SOC with an MAPt defined by a navigation facility or fix. When
the MAPt is defined by a navigation facility or fix (see Figure 1-4-6-1), SOC is
determined by the sum of;
a) the MAPt tolerance; and
b) the transition distance (X).
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6.1.2.2.1

MAPt tolerance when MAPt is defined by a navigation facility or fix. When
the MAPt is defined by a navigation facility or fix (see 1-4-6-1), the MAPt
longitudinal tolerance is defined by the sum of:
a) the full tolerance of the facility/fix ; plus
b) a distance (d), allowing for pilot reaction time. This value corresponds to 3 seconds
of flight at the maximum final approach speed for the specific aircraft category , plus
a tail wind factor of 10 kt. Example values of d for each aircraft category ( calculated
for a 600 m (2000 ft) aerodrome elevation ) appear in Table 1-4-6-3.

If the MAPt is defined by overheading a navigation facility (VOR, NDB or 75 MHz marker
beacon) the fix tolerance is 0 km (NM).
6.1.2.2.2

Transitional distance with an MAPt defined by a navigation facility or fix.
Transitional distance (X) with an MAPt defined by a navigation facility or fix
is based on 15 seconds (Cat H, 5 seconds) of flight at a TAS based on the
highest final approach speed for each aircraft category (see Table 1-4-1-1), at
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the aerodrome elevation with a temperature of ISA +15°C and a tailwind of
10 kt. These values are applied as shown in Figure 1-4-6-1.
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6.1.2.3

Determining SOC with an MAPt defined by a distance from the FAF (simplified
method). For determining SOC with an MAPt defined by a distance from the
FAF, a simplified method can be used as an estimate for altitudes up to 4000 m
(13 000 ft), see Figure 1-4-6-2. In this case SOC is determined by the sum of:

a) the distance from the nominal FAF to the nominal MAPt: and
b) transitional distance (X)

6.1.2.3.1

Transitional distance with an MAPt defined by distance. Transitional
distance with an MAPt defined by distance is based on 15 seconds of flight at
the appropriate TAS, at the aerodrome elevation with a temperature of ISA
+15°C and a tailwind of 19 km/h (10 kt). See Table 1-4-6-2 for computation
of transitional distance (X).
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6.1.2.4

6.2

Determining SOC with a MAPt defined by a distance from the FAF (refined
method). The refined method shall be used for altitudes over 4000 m (13 000 ft),
and may give an operational advantage in some conditions under 4 000m (13
000 ft).

CLIMB GRADIENT AND MOC
6.2.1 Initial phase
6.2.1.1

The initial phase begins at the earliest missed approach point (MAPt) and ends
at the start of climb point (SOC). The manoeuvre during this phase requires the
concentrated attention of the pilot, especially when establishing the climb and
the changes in configuration, and it is assumed that guidance equipment is not
utilized during these manoeuvres. No turns may be specified during this phase.

6.2.1.2

Climb gradient in the initial phase. In the initial phase the flight track is
horizontal.
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6.2.1.3

Obstacle clearance in the initial phase. In the initial missed approach area, the
minimum obstacle clearance shall be the same as for the last part of the final
approach area except where the extension of the intermediate missed approach
surface backwards towards the missed approach point requires less clearance.
(see Figure 1-4-6-4 and 1-4-6-5).

6.2.2 Intermediate phase
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6.2.2.1

The intermediate phase begins at the SOC. The climb is continued at stabilized
speeds up to the first point where 50 m (164 ft) obstacle clearance obtained and
can be maintained. In the construction of this phase it is assumed that
advantage may be taken of available navigation guidance. During the
intermediate phase, the missed approach track may be changed from that of the
initial phase by a maximum of 15 degrees.
Climb gradient in the intermediate phase. The nominal climb gradient (tan Z) of the missed
approach surface is 2.5 per cent. A gradient of 2 per cent may be used if the necessary survey
and safeguarding can be provided.
6.2.2.2

Obstacle clearance in the intermediate phase

6.2.2.2.1

In the intermediate missed approach phase, the minimum obstacle clearance
shall be 30 m (98 ft) in the primary area, and in the secondary area the
minimum obstacle clearance shall be 30 m (98ft) at the inner edge, reducing
linearly to zero at the outer edge.

6.2.2.2.2

The OCA/H for the nominal 2.5 per cent must always be published on the
instrument approach chart, If additional gradients are specified in the
construction of the missed approach procedure, they and their associated
OCA/H values must be published as alternative options.
Note- MOC may be obtained by increasing the OCA/H or by a longitudinal adjustment of the
MAPt or both.
6.2.3 Final phase
The final phase begins at the point where 50 m (164 ft) obstacle clearance is first obtained and can be
maintained. It ends at the point at which a new approach, holding or return to en-route flight is
initiated. Turns may be carried out during this phase.
6.2.3.1
6.2.3.2

Climb gradient in the final phase. The criteria of the intermediate phase apply.
Obstacle clearance in the final phase.

6.2.3.2.1 In the final missed approach phase of a straight missed approach the minimum obstacle
clearance shall be 50m (164 ft ) in the primary area, reducing linearly to zero at the outer
edge of the secondary area. See Figure 1-4-6-4.
6.2.3.2.2 Turning missed approaches have specific criteria for MOC and for the arrangement and
extent of secondary areas (see 6.4 Turning missed approach )
Note- MOC may be obtained by increasing the OCA/H or by a longitudinal adjustment of the MAPt
or both. In addition, obstacles may be excluded from consideration by defining a turn.
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6.3

6.3.1

STRAIGHT MISSED APPROACH

This section contains the criteria for a straight missed approach. It includes turns less than or
equal to 15 degrees.
6.3.2

Area for straight missed approach

6.3.2.1 The straight missed approach area has a width as its origin equal to that of the final
approach area at that point. Thereafter it splays at an angle;
a) determined by the accuracy of the tracking navigation aid used (10.3 degrees for NDB,
7.8 degrees for VOR) (see Figure 1-4-6-6); or
b) with a divergence of 15 degrees where no reference to a aid is available.

6.3.2.2 The area extends a sufficient distance to ensure that an aircraft executing a missed
approach has reached an altitude at which obstacle clearances for subsequent
procedures (such as for en-route or holding) can be observed. The initial phase of the
missed approach surface is horizontal, and is based on the lowest assumed flight path
at the OCA/H. The start of climb (SOC) for the intermediate and final phases
originates immediately beyond the transitional distance (see 6.1.6.2.2, “Transitional
distance with an MAPt defined by a navigation facility or fix” and 6.1.6.3.1,
“Transitional distance with an MAPt defined by distance”). The intermediate and
final phases ascend uniformly with the gradient of the missed approach surface, as
specified in 6.2, “ Climb gradient and MOC”.
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6.3.2.3 Additional track guidance. An operational advantage may be obtained during the
development of the missed approach procedure by using suitably located facilities to reduce
the dimensions of the final phase. In this case the boundaries of the final phase are
continued until they intersect the appropriate boundaries for the facility provided;
a)
b)

for a VOR ± 1.9 km (± 1.0 NM ) with a splay (towards the MAPt) of 7.8°; and
for an NDB ± 2.3 km (± 1.25 NM ) with a splay of 10.3° .

Figures 1-4-6-7 and 1-4-6-8 show missed approach areas both with and without additional
track guidance.
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6.3.2.4 Continuous track guidance. When the track guidance for missed approach is a continuation
of guidance from the facility used on the final approach, the missed approach area is a
continuation of the area(s) defined for that facility. See Figure 1-4-6-9.
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6.3.3

Primary and secondary area

The general criteria apply.
6.3.4 Alignment
Whenever practical the missed approach track should be a continuation of the final approach track.
Missed approaches involving turns are permitted (see 6.4, “Turning missed approach”), but should
only be employed when an operational advantage may be obtained.
6.3.5

Obstacle clearance for the straight missed approach
The general criteria apply as stated in 6.2, “Climb gradient and MOC”.

6.4

TURNING MISSED APPROACH

6.4.1 This section contains the criteria for a turning missed approach for turns of more than
15 degrees. Turns may be defined as occurring at:
a) an altitude/height;
b) a fix or facility; or
c) the MAPt.
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6.4.2

General

If a turn from the final approach track is specified, turning missed approach areas must be
constructed. The criteria in 6.3 “Straight missed approach” above remain in effect until the
following:
a)
b)

the turning point (TP) for turns specified by altitude/height
the earliest TP for turns at a designated TP (see 6.4.6, “Turns initiated at a designated
turning point”).To obtain the minimum OCA/H it may be necessary to adjust the
designated turn altitude or turning point (TP).
6.4.3

Turn parameters

This section shows the parameters on which the turns areas are based, together with the
variables which represent them in the drawings.
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Altitude: Aerodrome altitude plus 300 m (1 000 ft) or the defined turn altitude.
Temperature: ISA +15°C corresponding to a) above.
Indicated airspeed (IAS): The final missed approach speed is used in turning missed
approach. However, where operational required avoiding obstacles, reduced speeds as
slow as the IAS for intermediate missed approach may be used, provided the
procedure is annotated “Missed approach turn limited to _______km/h (kt) IAS
maximum.”
True airspeed: The IAS in c) above adjusted for altitude a) and temperature b).
Wind: Maximum 95 per cent probability wind on an omnidirectional basis, where
statistical wind data is available, an ominidirectional 56 km/h (30 kt) wind should be
used.
Average achieved bank angle: 15°.
Fix tolerance: As appropriate for the type of fix.
Flight technical tolerances:
1)

c = a distance equivalent to 6 seconds of flight (3-second pilot reaction and 3second bank establishing time) at the final missed approach speed (for
maximum published missed approach speed ) plus 56 km/h (30 kt) tailwind;
and
2) see also the turning parameters shown as examples in Tables
1-4-6-5 and 1-4-6-6.

m)

do =Distance to an obstacle
dz = Shortest distance to an obstacle or datum measured from SOC parallel to the
straight missed approach track.
Oi = Obstacle (subscript indicates the specific obstacle)
Tan Z = Tangent of the angle of the missed approach surface with the horizontal
plane.
R = Rate of turn.

n)

r = turn radius.

i)
j)
k)
l)
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o)

E = Wind effect.
6.4.4

Secondary areas

6.4.4.1
In the turn area, the secondary area always applies on the outer side of the turn, as a
continuation of the straight missed approach secondary area (see Figure 1-4-6-13 to 1-4-6-19
for a turn designated at a turn point). The secondary areas resume as soon as the aircraft has
track guidance.
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6.4.4.2 Additional track guidance. After the turn an operational advantage may be obtained
during the development of the missed approach procedure, by using suitable located facilities
to reduce the dimensions of the final missed approach area. Examples of typical turning
missed approach areas with additional track guidance are shown in Figure 1-4-6-15 and 1-46-19.

6.4.5

Turn initiated at a designated altitude/height

6.4.5.1
General
A turn is prescribed upon reaching a specified altitude to cope with two kinds of penalizing
obstacles:
a) an obstacle located in the direction of the straight missed approach and which must be
avoided: and
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b) an obstacle located abeam the straight missed approach track and which must be overflown
after the turn with the appropriate margin.
A turning missed approach at a designated altitude requires a climb to a specified
altitude/height before initiating a turn to a specified heading or towards a fix/facility.

6.4.5.2 Areas
6.4.5.2.1 Turns initiation area
6.4.5.2.1.1
The point where the designated altitude/height is from which the missed
approach is initiated. The aircraft may reach the designated turn altitude/height;
a) as early as the earliest MAPt when the procedure prohibits turning the MAPt or as early as
the earliest FAF when no restrictions are provided; and
b) after a climb using the minimum required gradient from the SOC to the point where it
reaches the specified altitude height. This point is called the Turn point (TP).
6.4.5.2.1.2 Procedure design should take both extremes into account. Therefore the area
where the aircraft can initiate its is bounded by ;
a. the distance from the earliest MAPt or earliest FAF to the TP; and
b) the edges of the secondary areas of the initial and intermediate phases.
This area is called the turn initiation area. The line which marks the end of the turn
initiation area is defined by KK (see Figure 1-4-6-11 and 1-4-6-12).
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6.4.5.2.2

Turn area

The turn area‘s boundaries are constructed to protect aircraft in the two extreme cases
described above;

a) inner boundary construction;
1) for turns less than 75 degrees, the inner boundary originates at the inner edge of the
earliest MAPt (Figure 1-4-6-11) and splays at an angle of 15 degrees relative to the
nominal track after the turn; and
2) for turns more than 75 degrees, the inner boundary originated at the outer edge of the
earliest MAPt (Figure 1-4-6-12) and splays at an angle of 15 degrees relative to the
nominal track after the turn; and

b)outer boundary construction;
1) on the outer edge of the turn initiation area, add a tolerance to account for pilot reaction time
( c: a distance equivalent to 6 seconds of flight (see 6.4.3, “Turn parameter ” )). This
establishes point A; and
2) from point A, construct the outer boundary.
6.4.5.3
a)

Obstacle clearance for turns at a designated altitude
Obstacle clearance in the turn initiation area. The straight missed approach obstacle
clearance criteria apply up to the TP. This allows the calculation of OCA/H for final
approach and straight missed approach segments (OCA/Hfm). (see 6.3.5, “Obstacle
clearance for the straight missed approach”). An additional obstacle assessment must
be made to assure that the obstacle elevation/height in the turn initiation area shall be
less than

TNA/H – 50 m (164 ft)
b) Obstacle clearance in the turn area. Obstacle elevation/height in the
turn area shall be less than;
TNA/H+ do tan Z – MOC
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where: do is measured from the obstacle to the nearest point on the turn initiation area
boundary; and MOC is 50 m (164 ft) reducing linearly to zero at the outer edge of secondary
areas, if any.
6.4.5.4

Establishment of turn altitude/height

The choice of the turn altitude/height (TNA/H) and associated turn point (TP) is an iterative process.
The TP must be located so that the obstacle clearance criteia in both the turn initiation area and turn
area are sissified. Once SOC and OCA/H are determined, turn altitude/hight (TNA/H)may be
computed from the following relationship:
TNA/H=OCA/Hfm+dz tan Z
Where dz is the horizontal distance from SOC to the TP.
If the latest TP has to be located at or before the SOC calculated for the final and straight missed
approach, then the MAPt shall be moved back and, if necessary, the OCA/H increased. (See
6.1.5.1.)
6.4.5.5
Turn altitude/height adjustments
If the criteria specified in 6.4.5.3, ”Obstacle clearance for turns at a designated altitude/height shall
be adjusted. This shall be adjusted. This can be dine in three ways:
a) adjust TNA/H without changing OCA/H. This means that the latest TP will be moved
and the areas redrawn accordingly;
b) move SOC back to increase dz. This means that the MAPt and consequently arealiest TP
will be moved and the turn areas extended accordingly; and
c) increase OCA/H

Safeguarding of early turns
If the procedure does not prohibit turns before the MAPt, than an additional area outside the final
approach area must be considered (see Figure I-4-6-14). In this area obstacle elevation shall be less
than:
TNA/H+do tan Z – 50 m (164 ft)
(Cat H, TNA/H+do tan Z – 40 m (132 ft))

Where do is measured from the obstacle to the nearest point on the edge of the final approach area.
If this criterion cannot be met, than the procedure must prohibit turns before the MAPt and a note
must be added on the profile view of the approach chart.
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SECTION 7
DEPARTURE PROCEDURE

ESTABLISHMENT OF A DEPARTURE PROCEDURE

For each runway at aerodromes where instrument departures are expected to be used, a
departure procedure shall be established and promulgated.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES
1. Departures may be designated as straight departures or turning departures.
2. An omnidirectional departure procedure may be designed that permits a turn in any direction
after reaching a specified altitude/height.
3. A straight departure may permit a turn of 15° or less.
4. An aircraft will maintain the runway direction until reaching a minimum height of 120 m
(394 ft) (Cat H, 90 m (295 ft) above the runway/FATO before commencing a turn.
5. A turning departure will specify a turn either at a turn point or an altitude/height.
6. The standard procedure design gradient (PDG) is 3.3 per cent ( Cat H, 5.0 per cent ). The
PDG begins at a point 5m (16 ft) above the departure end of the runway (DER).
7. The standard PDG provides an additional clearance of 0.8 per cent of the distance flown from
the DER, above an obstacle identification surface (OIS). The OIS has a gradient of 2.5 per
cent (Cat H, 4.2 per cent).
8. Where an obstacle penetrates the OIS, a steeper PDG may be promulgated to provide
obstacle clearance of 0.8 per cent of the distance flown from the DER.
9. Before any turn grater than 15° may be executed, a minimum obstacle clearance of 90 m (295
ft) (Cat H, 80 m (265 ft) must be reached. Alternatively, 0.8 per cent of the distance from the
DER may be used, if this value is higher. This minimum obstacle clearance must be
maintained during subsequent flight.

BEGINNING OF THE DEPARTURE PROCEDURE
Aeroplanes
For aeroplanes the departure procedure begins at the departure end of the runway (DER), which is
the end of the area declared suitable for take-off (i.e the end of the runway or, where a clearway is
provided, the end of the clearway).
Since the point of lift-off will vary, and in order to protect for turns prior to the DER, the protected
area begins at a point 600 m from the start of runway. This is based on the assumption that the
minimum turn height of 120 m (394 ft) above the elevation of the DER could be reached 600 m from
the start of runway.
Note. – The elevation of the DER is the elevation of the end of the runway or the elevation of the end
of the clearway, whichever is higher.
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Helicopters
For helicopters, the departure procedure begins at the departure end of the runway (DER). The
DER is the end of the area declared suitable for take-off (i.e. end of the runway or clearway or the
end of the final approach and take-off (FATO) area).
To account for the climb performance of the helicopters, and to protect for early turns, the
protected area commences at the beginning of the runway or area available for take-off based on the
assumption that the minimum turn height of 90 m (295 ft) above the elevation the DER could be
reached overhead the start of take-off.
Note. – The elevation of the DER is the higher of the elevation of the beginning and end of the
runway/ FATO.

END OF THE DEPARTURE PROCEDURE
The departure procedure ends at the point where the PDG reaches the minimum altitude/height
authorized for the next phase of flight (i.e en-route, holding or approach).

MINIMUM OBSTACLE CLEARANCE (MOC)
The minimum obstacle clearance (MOC) in the primary area is 0.8 per cent of the distance flown
from the DER. The MOC is zero at the DER.
The MOC is provided above an obstacle identification surface or, where an obstacle penetrates the
OIS, above the elevation of the obstacle.
In addition to the above prior to the commencement of a turn of more than 15 degrees, MOC of
90m (295 ft) ( Cat H, 80 m (265 ft) is required.
Where mountainous terrain is a factor, the minimum obstacle clearance shall be increased.
OBSTACLE IDENTIFICATION SURFACE (OIS)

The obstacle identification surface (OIS) is a sloping surface used to identify obstacles in the
departure area. For straight departures the origin of the OIS is 5 m (16 ft) above the DER. For
ominidirectional departures several OIS are considered. The OIS gradient is 2.5 per cent (Cat H, 4.2
per cent).
Distances to obstacles should be referenced to the DER.
PROCEDURE DESIGN GRADIENT (PDG)

The procedure design gradient (PDG) is the published climb gradient measured from the origin of
the OIS (5m (16 ft) above DER). Provided no obstacles penetrate the OIS the procedure design
gradient (PDG) is the OIS gradient plus 0.8 per cent (3.3 per cent, Cat H 4.2 per cent).
Where the 2.5 per cent OIS is penetrated, the departure route should be adjusted to avoid the
penetration. If this is not possible then the PDG may be increased to provide the minimum obstacle
clearance above the penetration (0.8 per cent of the distance from the DER).
A PDG in excess of 3.3 per cent and the altitude to which the increased gradient extends shall be
promulgated.
Where the PDG is increased to avoid a penetrating obstacle, the PDG shall be reduced to 3.3 per
cent at the point past the critical obstacle where obstacle clearance of 0.8 per cent of the distance
from the DER can be provided.
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An increased gradient that is required to a height of 60 m (200 ft ) or less, (normally due to low,
close-in obstacles ) shall not be promulgated (see figure 1-3-2-3). The position and elevation/height
of close-in obstacles penetrating the OIS shall be promulgated.
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DEPARTURE ROUTES
There are two basic types of departure route: straight and turning.
Track guidance shall be provided:
a) within 20.0 km (10.8 NM) from the departure end of the runway(DER) for straight departure;
and
b) within 10.0 km (5.4 NM) after completion of turns for turning departures.
Surveillance radar may be used to provide track guidance.

STRAIGHT DEPARTURES
A departure in which the initial departure track is within 15° of the alignment of the runway centre
line is a straight departure. Wherever practical, the departure track should be the extended runway
center line (see Figure 1-3-3-1).
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For helicopters, the departure track must intercept the runway centre line within 1.7 km (0.9 NM )
from the DER, or the departure track must be within 90 m literally from the runway centre line at the
DER.

Types of straight departure
Straight departures are divided into two main categories, depending upon the availability of initial
track guidance;

a)

straight departure without track guidance;
1) departure with no track adjustment;
2) departure with track adjustment (track adjustment point not specified); and
3) departure with track adjustment (track adjustment point specified); and

b)

straight departure with track guidance;
1) facility ahead or behind; and
2) offset (track parallel/ track offset / track crossing ).
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Track adjustment
In the construction of areas it is assumed that any track adjustment will take place no further along
the track than a point at which the PDG reaches 120 m (394 ft ) (Cat H, 90m (295 ft ) above the
elevation of the DER, or at a specified track adjustment point.
Straight departure without track guidance

Departure with no track adjustment
The area begins at the DER and has an initial width of 300m (Cat H, 90m ). It is centred on the
runway centre line and splays at an angle of 15° on each side of the extended runway centre line (see
Figure 1-3-3-1).
Departure with track adjustment
The initial departure track may be adjusted by 15° or less. When adjusted, the splay of the area
boundary on the side of the track adjustment is increased by the track adjustment angle, starting at
the DER.
On the side opposite the track adjustment, the boundary is adjusted by the same amount at a point
where the PDG reaches 120 m (394 ft) ( Cat H, 90 m (295 ft )). This distance is normally 3.5 km /
1.9 NM (Cat H, 1.7 km / 0.9 NM ) from the DER for a 3.3 per cent PDG (Cat H, 5.0 per cent ) (see
Figure 1-3-3-2).

Track adjustment point specified. If a track adjustment point is specified (see Figure 1-3-3-3)
a) the splay of the area boundary on the side of the track adjustment is increased by the track
adjustment angle, from the earliest tolerance of the track adjustment point ; and
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b) the splay of the area boundary on the side opposite the track adjustment is reduced by the track
adjustment angle from the latest tolerance of the track adjustment point.

Straight departure with track guidance
The area is constructed as described in “Straight departure without track guidance” and extended to
the point where the boundaries intercept the area associated with the navigation aid providing the
track guidance (see Figure 1-3-3-4 to 1-3-3-8.
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TURNING DEPARTURES
A departure incorporation a turn of more than 15° is a turning departure. Turns may be specified at
an altitude / height, or at a fix or at a facility.
Straight flight is assumed until reaching a height of at least 120m (394 ft) (Cat H, 90 m (295 ft )
above the elevation of the DER. No provision is made for turning departures which require a turn
below 120 m (394 ft) (Cat H, 90m (295 ft)) above the elevation of the DER.
The area considered in the design of turning departures are defined as;
a) the turn initiation area; and
b) the turn area.
The turn initiation area is an area within which the aircraft conducts a straight climb in order to
reach the MOC required prior to the beginning of a turn (90 m (295 ft)( Cat H, 80m (265 ft )). The
turn area is the area in which the aircraft is considered to be turning.
Turn initiation area
For aeroplanes, the turn initiation area starts at a point 600 m from the start of runway. For
helicopters, the turn initiation area starts at the beginning of the area available for runway or the start
of runway. From the start of the turn initiation area to the DER, the area is 300 m wide (Cat H, 90
m).
Where the departure chart prohibits turns prior to the DER the turn initiation area starts at the
DER. For helicopters, an earliest limit for a turning departure may be located at an appropriate
position along the runway / FATO.
The turn initiation area terminates at the TP. The TP may be defined by;
a) the earliest fix tolerance of the TP fix ( turn at designated turn point); or
b) the position at which the PDG reaches the specified turn altitude/height.
The TP may be located no closer to the DER than the distance required at the PDG to reach the
higher of 120m (394 ft ) (Cat H, 90 m (295 ft ))or the specified turn altitude/height. The turn
initiation area is identical to the area associated with a straight departure with no track guidance as
described in “Straight departure without track guidance”.(see Figure 1-3-3-9 and 1-3-3-10)
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Turn area
The turn area is constructed in the same manner as the turning missed
approach area.
Turn parameters
The parameters on which turn areas are based on;
a)altitude;
1)

turn designated at an altitude/height; turn altitude/height;

2)

turn at a designated turning point; aerodrome elevation plus 10 per cent of the
distance from the DER to the TP ( i,e, allowing for a 10 per cent climb);

b) temperature; ISA + 15°C corresponding to a) above;
c) indicated airspeed ; the speed tabulated for “final missed approach speed”.
d) true airspeed; the IAS in c) above adjusted for altitude a) and temperature b);
e) wind; maximum 95 per cent probability wind on an omnidirectional basis, whre statistical
wind data are available. Where no wind data are available, an ominidirectional 56 km/h (30
kt) wind should be used;
f) bank angle; 15°average achieved;
g) fix tolerance; as appropriate for the type of fix;
h) flight technical tolerances; a distance equivalent to 6 seconds of flight (3 second pilot
reaction and 3 second bank establishing time ) at the specified speed.
i) secondary areas; secondary areas are applied where track guidance is available.
Turn at a specified altitude/height
General
A turn may be prescribed upon reaching a specified altitude /height to accommodate the situation
where there is;
a) an obstacle located in the direction of the straight departure that must be avoided ; and / or
b) an obstacle located abeam the straight departure track that must be overflown after the turn.
Turning altitude or height calculation
A turn altitude/height is selected which results in a turning point that ensures that the aircraft
avoids the straight ahead obstacle or overflies the abeam obstacle with the required MOC. Turn
height (TNH) is computed by;
TNH = dr PDG + 5m (16 ft)
Where; dr is the horizontal distance from DER to the TP; and
PDG is the procedure design gradient.
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Obstacle clearance calculation
a) Turn initiation area. The minimum obstacle clearance in the turn initiation area is calculated
using the horizontal distance from the DER measured along the nominal track, at the design
PDG. Note that a turn may be commenced at the specified turn altitude, and that normal aircraft
performance will often result in this altitude being reached before the end of the turn initiation
area (TP). Therefore, the minimum obstacle clearance for turning must also be provided above all
obstacles in the turn initiation area. This criterion will be met if the maximum obstacle elevation
in the turn initiation area is;

1) maximum obstacle elevation/height = TNA/H – 90 m (295 ft) for aeroplanes; and

2) maximum obstacle elevation/height = TNA/H – 80 m (265 ft ) for helicopters.
b) Turn area. The minimum obstacle clearance in the turn area is calculated as follows.
1) Obstacle located before the TP (K-line). MOC is the greater of the
minimum MOC for turning (90 m) (295 ft ) (Cat H, 80 m/265 ft ) and
0.008 ( dґ + do ) where;
dґ is the horizontal distance from DER to the K-line, and
do is the shortest distance from the turn initiation area boundary to the
obatacle,
See figures 1-3-3-9 and 1-3-3-10
The maximum permissible elevation/height of an obstacle in the turn area
can be computed by;
Maximum obstacle elevation/height = TNA/H + do PDG - MOC
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Turn at a designated TP
General
A designated TP is selected to allow the aircraft to avoid an obstacle straight ahead.
The straight departure criteria apply up to the earliest TP.
Turn point tolerance
The longitudinal limits to the TP tolerance are;
a) earliest limit, the end of the turn initiation area (K-line); and
b) latest limit, determined by;
1) K- line plus;
2) TP fix tolerance plus ; and
3) flight technical tolerance c.

Obstacle clearance in the turn area
The following equation to check the maximum height of an obstacle in the turn area above
the elevation of the DER;

Where

Maximum height of obstacle = PDG ( dr + do ) + H – MOC
do = shortest distance from obstacle to line K – K (see below Figure )
dr = horizontal distance from DER to line K – K (earliest TP)
PDG = promuldated procedure design gradient
H = OIS height at DER (5 m or 16 ft)
MOC = the greater of 0.008 (dr + do) and 90 m (295 ft) ( Cat H, 80 m (265 ft )
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Turning departure – turn at a fix
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SECTION 8
INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEM
Standard conditions
The following list contains the standard assumption on which procedure are developed
.Provision are made for adjustments where appropriate. A adjustments mandatory when
conditions differ adversely from standard conditions and are optional when so specified.
a) Maximum aircraft dimensions are assumed to be following;
Vertical distance between
the flight paths of the wheels
and the GP antenna (m)
Aircraft category

Wing span

H

30

3

A,B

60

6

C,D

65

7

b) Category II flown with flight director.
c) Missed approach climb gradient 2.5 per cent.
d) ILS sector width 210 m at threshold.
e) Glide path angle;
1) minimum; 2.5%;
2) optimum; 3.0%,
3) maximum; 3.5% (3°for Cat II/III operations.)
f) ILS reference datum height 15 m (50 ft).
g) All obstacle heights are referenced to threshold elevation.
h) For Cat II and Cat III operations the Annex !4 inner approach, inner transitional and
balked landing surfaces have not been penetrated.
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Methods of calculation OCA/H
There are three methods of calculating OCA/H in precision approach.
First method.
Basic ILS surfaces
The surfaces to be considered correspond to a subset of Annex 14 obstacle limitation
surfaces as specified for precision approach runway code number 3 or 4 (see below Figure). These
are;
a) the approach surface, continuing to the final approach point (FAP) (first section 2 per cent
gradient, second section 2.5 per cent as described in Annex 14);
b) the runway strip assumed to be horizontal at the elevation of the threshold;
c) the missed approach surface. This is sloping surface which;
1) starts at a point 900 m past the threshold (Cat H, a starting point of 700 m past the
threshold can be considered if necessary) at threshold elevation;
2) rises at a 2.5 per cent gradient, and
3) splays so as to extend between the transitional surfaces. It extends with constant splay
to the level of the inner horizontal surface. Thereafter, it continues at the same
gradient but with a 25 per cent splay until the termination of the precision segment;
and
4) The extended transitional surfaces, which continue longitudinally along the sides of
the approach and missed approach surfaces and up to a height of 300 m above
threshold elevation.

Basic ILS surfaces

The height of the basic ILS surfaces over each obstacle is calculated using the equations in the below
Figure.
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Surface equations – Basic ILS surfaces
Determination of OCA/H with basic ILS surfaces
Where the basic ILS surfaces are not penetrated, the OCA/H for Category I and
Category II is defined by the margins specified in below table and Category III operations are not
restricted. Obstacles may be excluded when they are below the transitional surface defined by Annex
14 for runways.
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Height loss/altimeter margin
Margin using raido altimeter
Margin using pressure altimeter
Aircraft category
Meters
Feet
Meters
Feet
_________________________________________________________________________________
A-169 km/h ( 90 kt )
B-223 km/h (120 kt)
C-260 km/h (140 kt )
D-306 km/h (165 kt )
H-167 km/h ( 90 kt )

13
18
22
26
8

42
59
71
85
25

40
43
46
49
35

130
142
150
161
115

If the basic ILS surfaces listed above are penetrated by objects other than those listed in
below Table, the OCA/H may be calculated directly by applying height loss/altimeter margins to
obstacles.

Objects which may be ignored in OCA/H calculations
_________________________________________________________________________________
Maximum height above Minimim lateral
threshold
distance from
runway centre line
_________________________________________________________________________________
GP antenna
17 m (55 ft)
120 m
Aircraft taxiing

22 m (72 ft)

150 m

A/C in holding bay or in taxi holding position at a
range between threshold and -250 m

22 m (72 ft)

120 m

A/C in holding bay or in taxi holding position at a
Range between threshold and -250 m (Cat I only)
15 m (50 ft)
75 m
_________________________________________________________________________________
The obstacles in the above Table may only be exempted if the following two criteria are met;
a) the localizer course sector has the standard width 210 m (Standard conditions) ; and
b) the Category I decision height is not less than 60 m (200 ft) or the Category II decision height
is not less than 30 m (100 ft).
An object that penetrates any of the basic ILS surfaces and become the controlling
obstacle, but must be maintained because of its function with regards to air navigation
requirements, may be ignored under certain circumstances in calculating the OCA/H, with the
following provision. It must be established by the appropriate authority that the portion which
penetrates the surface is of minimum mass and frangible mounted and would not adversely
affect the safety of aircraft operations.
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Calculation of OCA/H
Approach obstacles
The obstacles between the FAP and 900 m after threshold .
Missed approach obstacles
The obstacles in the remainder of the precision segment ( below Figure).

OCA/H Calculation steps
a) Determine the height of the highest approach obstacles.
b) Convert the heights of all missed approach obstacles ( hma ) to the heights of equivalent
approach obstacles ( ha ) by the formula given below, and determined the highest
equivalent approach obstacles.
c) Determine which of the obstacles identified in steps 1 and 2 is the highest. This is the
controlling obstacle.
d) Add the appropriate aircraft category related margin (Height loss/altimeter margin Table)
to the height of the controlling obstacle.

hma cot Z + (xz + x)
ha = -------------------------cot Z + cotθ
Where; ha = height of equivalent approach obstacle
hma = height of missed approach obstacle
θ = angle of glide path (elevation angle)
Z = angle of missed approach surface
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x = range of obstacle relative to threshold ( negative after threshold)
xz = distance from threshold to origin of Z surface ( 900 m )

Second method
Obstacle assessment surfaces (OAS)
OAS is above the basic ILS surfaces and consist of six sloping surfaces (
denoted by letters W, X, Y and Z ) arranged symmetrically about the precision segment track,
together with the horizontal plane which contains the threshold (see below Figures)

ILS obstacle assessment surfaces
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ILS obstacle assessment surfaces- perspective view
The geometry of the sloping surfaces is defined by four linear equations of the form
z = Ax + By + C. In this equations x and y are position coordinates and z is the height of the
surface at that position.
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Surface equations- basic ILS surfaces
If the OAS are not penetrated - and provided the obstacle density below the OAS is operationally
acceptable – the OCA /H for CAT I and CAT II is still defined by the aircraft category margins, and
CAT III operations remain unrestricted. However, if OAS are penetrated, then an aircraft categoryrelated margin is added to the height of the highest approach obstacle, or to the adjusted height of the
largest missed approach penetration, whichever is greater. This value becomes the OCA/H.
Third method.
The third method is using a collision risk model (CRM). The CRM accepts all
objects as an input and assesses, for any specific OCA/H value, both the risk due to individual
obstacles and the accumulated risk due to all the obstacles. It is intended to assist operational
judgment in the choice of an OCA/H value.
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SECTION 9
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT PROCEDURE DESIGN PROCESS

5.1

Introduction
5.1.1
The Instrument Flight Procedure Design process (see Appendix 1) encompasses the acquisition of data,
design and promulgation of procedures. It starts with compilation and verification of the many inputs and ends
with ground and/or flight validation of the finished product, and documentation for publication.
5.1.2

5.2

IFP shall be accompanied by a narrative, which describes the procedure in textual format.

Procedure Design

5.2.1
Procedures shall be designed according to ICAO Doc 8168 – PANSOPS criteria. Coordination with all
concerned parties shall continue throughout the procedure design and validation process to ensure that the procedure
meets the needs of the user and the community.
5.2.2
Each new or revised procedure shall be verified by a person(s) trained in procedure design other than
the one who designed the procedure, to ensure compliance with applicable criteria.
5.2.3
Published procedures shall be subject to periodic review to ensure that they continue to comply with
changing criteria, and meets user requirements. The maximum interval for this review is five years.
5.3

Procedure Design Documentation
5.3.1

The documentation provided by the IFP designer is divided into three categories and includes:
a)

documentation required for publication in the AIP in accordance with ICAO Annexes 4 and 15;

b)

documentation required to maintain transparency concerning the details and assumptions
used by the IFP designer, which should include supporting information/data used in the
design, such as:

c)

i)

controlling obstacle for each segment of the procedure;

ii)

effect of environmental considerations on the design of the procedure;

iii)

infrastructure assessment;

iv)

airspace constraints;

v)

for modifications or amendments to existing procedures, the reasons for any changes;
and

vi)

for any deviation from existing standards, the reasons for such a deviation and details
of the mitigations applied to assure continued safe operations.

additional documentation required to facilitate ground and flight validation of the procedure.

5.3.2
All calculations and results of calculations shall be presented in a manner that enables the reader to
follow and trace the logic and resultant output. A record of all calculations shall be kept in order to prove
compliance to or variation from the standard criteria.
5.3.3
Formulae used during calculation shall be the standard formulae as stated in ICAO Doc 8168 and related
ICAO publications. Units of measurement and conversion factors between such units shall be in accordance to
ICAO Annexes 4, 5 and 6.
5.3.4
Rounding of results shall follow the standard guidelines in ICAO Doc 8168 and related ICAO
publications. Rounding shall only be made at the publication stage to facilitate usable figures on maps and charts.
Where rounding is required at earlier stages rounding shall be made to the pessimistic consideration, i.e.
obstacles heights rounded up, speeds rounded up, turn altitudes rounded down etc.
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5.3.5
All documentation shall undergo a final verification for accuracy and completeness prior to validation
and publication.
5.3.6
All documentation shall be retained to assist in recreating the procedure in the future in the case of
incidents and for periodic review and maintenance. The periodic retention shall not be less than the operational
lifetime of the procedure.
5.4

Ground and Flight Validation
5.4.1

Validation
5.4.1.1 Validation is the necessary final quality assurance step in the procedure design process, prior to
publication. The purpose of validation is the verification of all obstacle and navigation data, assessment
of flyability of the procedure. Validation normally consists of ground validation and flight validation.
5.4.1.2

Ground validation shall always be undertaken.

5.4.1.3 When ground validation can verify the accuracy and completeness of all obstacle and
navigation data considered in the procedure design, and any other factors normally considered in the
flight validation, then the flight validation requirement may be dispensed with.
5.4.2

Ground Validation
5.4.2.1 Ground validation is a review of the entire instrument flight procedure package by a person(s)
trained in procedure design and with appropriate knowledge of flight validation issues. It is meant to
arrest errors in criteria and documentation, and evaluate on the ground, to the extent possible, those
elements that will be evaluated in a flight validation. Issues identified in the ground validation should be
addressed prior to any light validation.
5.4.2.2 The ground validation would also determine if flight validation is needed for modifications and
amendments to previously published procedures.

5.4.3

Flight Validation
5.4.3.1 Flight validation of instrument flight procedures should be carried out as part of the initial
record and should also be included as part of the periodic quality assurance programme. It shall be
accomplished by a qualified and experienced flight inspector.
5.4.3.2

The objectives of the flight validation of instrument flight procedures are to:a)

provide assurance that adequate obstacle clearance has been provided;

b)

verify that the navigation data to be published, as well as that used in the design of the
procedure, is correct;

c)

verify that all required infrastructure, such as runway markings, lighting, and
communications and navigation sources, are in place and operative;

d)

conduct an assessment of flyability to determine that the procedure can be safely
flown; and

e)

evaluate the charting, required infrastructure, visibility and other operational factors.

5.4.3.3 Flight validation should be apart from flight inspection. Flight inspection of IFP is required to
assure that the appropriate radio navigation aids adequately support the procedure. This is carried out
as part of a formal flight inspection programme and is performed by a qualified flight inspector using an
appropriately equipped aircraft.
5.4.3.4 The IFP designer shall be the originator of all data applicable to conduct a flight validation
provided to the flight inspection operations activity. The IFP designer should be prepared to provide
briefings to the flight inspection crews in those cases where flight procedures have unique application or
special features.
5.4.3.5 The IFP designer may participate in the initial validation flight to assist in its evaluation and
obtain direct knowledge of issues related to the procedure’s design from the flight inspection pilot
and/or inspector.
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